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Dam Consequence Assessment – Assessing
Damage Level
• One of the two parts to the
Determination of Potential Impact
Classification, along with
Population at Risk.
• The focus of this presentation is
the Assessment of Damage Level,
using an example case (Ohau A
Reservoir, the canal system that
links Lakes Ohau, Pukaki and
Ruataniwha).

Overview of Damage Levels and Categories
From the NZSOLD Guidelines, Module
2, Section 2.9 and Table 2.2, outlines
the “Damage to Property,
Infrastructure and the Environment”.

Overview of the Ohau A Reservoir Damage
Assessment
Why the assessment was completed?
• PIC reviews for all Meridian Dams, outlined that the Ohau A Reservoir, which has
a lot of different locations for potential breach (from different embankment
reach sections), and has some variable and in places unquantified consequences.
• Previous dam break modelling had been completed in 2018 (14 breach
locations).
• The results of the comprehensive assessment was for various reasons which
became clearer following the initial PIC assessment (PIC reviews/updates for
Meridian assets in 2019).

Overview of the Ohau A Reservoir Damage
Assessment
The comprehensive consequence assessment was used for:
• Update and confirmation of the PIC for the various canal embankment reaches. This
would supersede the estimated (qualitative to semi-quantitative) assessments to date.
• Assist with future updates/revisions to Meridian Emergency Response Plans (maps and
data).
• Better information for other Meridian uses (such as community consultation, future
consenting, insurance valuations, input to district land plan changes).
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Consequence Assessment - Methodology
• The direct consequences were evaluated by aggregating Ohau A Reservoir dam-break flood
hazard information with an asset database developed using a Geographic Information System
(GIS). The consequence of the dam-break flood on each asset was analysed using Microsoft-Excel
spreadsheets which took the vulnerability of each asset to dam-break flood inundation into
consideration.
• Data used included:
- Aerial photography flown in 2017 from
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Land Information New Zealand (LINZ)
- 1:50,000 scale topographic maps from LINZ
- Property boundaries from LINZ
- Building outlines from LINZ
- Land cover database from Landcare Research
- Local information from MacKenzie District Council and other sources
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Consequence Assessment – Asset Database
Assets in the hypothetical dam-break flood inundation area were identified
using GIS and categorised according to the asset classes. The three main
asset classes were:
Building Assets (e.g. residential dwellings, office buildings, farm buildings,
etc).
Non-Building Assets (e.g. roads, bridges, canals, irrigation pivots, etc).
Open Spaces (e.g. private property, farmland, camp grounds, etc).
As well as an assessment of Population at Risk (not covered in detail in this
presentation), the damage assessment included:
•

Buildings Damage.

•

Infrastructure Damage.

•

Damage to other areas, other impacts.

•

Environmental impacts.

•

Social Impacts.

•

Impact on Meridian.

Being able to ‘ground
truth’ the desktop
assessment and
information was very
useful and is highly
recommended!

Consequence Assessment – Population at Risk
•

Population at risk was assessed for the various potential breach
locations.

•

Scenarios included Summer (Day/Weekend), Summer
Night/Weekend), Winter (Day/Weekend), and Winter
(Night/Weekend).

•

Covered buildings: residential, commercial (accommodation and
businesses), farm buildings, Ohau A and C Power Stations, Pukaki
Airport.

•

Open Spaces: Farms, camping areas, freedom camping locations,
picnic areas, etc.

•

Local sources (DOC rangers, Mackenzie District Council) were
contacted and a site inspection was completed to understand
building types and occupancy rates (including camp grounds and
walking trails).

•

For the breach locations considered, the Population at Risk ranged
between 0 and 156 (Summer, Day/Weekend, at PKL2 – upstream
end of canal, left bank).

Consequence Assessment – Buildings
Buildings identified in the flood inundation area
were listed (map overview and sheets).
Buildings Assets Information:

•

ID.

•

Land Parcel/Title.

•

Usage (residential, commercial, farm).

•

Descriptors.

•

Construction Type.

Consequence Assessment – Buildings
The maximum depth at each building was used with the
damage ratio, and numbers of each summarised.
Note only maximum depth was available from the
previous dam break flood mapping (no velocity, hence no
depth x velocity (DV)).

Consequence Assessment – Infrastructure

Consequence Assessment –
Other Areas
• Siltation and/or erosion of the Twizel River, Dry Creek,
Fraser Stream and Ohau River beds and floodplains.
• Siltation and/or erosion of agricultural land, livestock
deaths, damaged fences and other farm utilities.
• Disruption of daily transport routes as diversions
would be required until roads affected by a dam-break
flood are repaired.
• Power supply could be disrupted if powerlines
identified were damaged.
• Business interruption and loss of fish stock from the
salmon farms.

Consequence Assessment – Environmental
• Pukaki Canal failures, erosion damage and sedimentation/deposition of materials.
• Ohau River. Mackenzie District Council Site of Natural Significance, and DOC Site of Special
Wildlife Significance.
• Twizel River. DOC Site of Special Wildlife Significance.
• Pukaki Flats. DOC land (between Pukaki airport and Pukaki River), Land of National
Significance.
• Small lakes and wetlands near the canals in places.
• Meridian inhouse Environmental Specialist completed a separate assessment to support the
Consequence Assessment. Sometimes specialist environmental (or planning, cultural,
community) would be needed to thoroughly assess the ‘non engineering’ (buildings,
infrastructure) damage categories.

Consequence Assessment – Environmental
• Meridian planning and development areas summary
report was prepared to assist in the consequence
assessment. This included existing environments,
development potential, and natural environment
values.

Consequence Assessment – Health and Social
(Community)
• Loss of services to the community.
• Cost of emergency management.
• Dislocation of people.
• Disruption to business.
• To understand this in detail, if it’s needed, then a specific study by
experts/specialist would be required.

Consequence Assessment – Impact on Meridian
• Effects from Ohau A Power Station loss of generation (and possible flow on
effects/impacts for the Ohau Chain (Upper Waitaki) system and the rest of
Meridian Waikaki Hydro Power System).
• Emergency management.
• Reputation/credibility.
• Financial.

Consequence Assessment – PIC
Results
• The PIC results for damages across the various
categories, and the Population at Risk, are shown in
the table (for the various canal breach locations).
• In red are where the comprehensive assessment was
different from the initial PIC review/update,
indicating most were refined and a category change
affecting the PIC occurred in 6 (out of 14).
• Results in 6 canal breach sections as High PIC, 4 as
Low PIC, 2 Medium/High (TBC), and 2
Low/Medium/High (TBC).
• Compared to the latest (2019) PIC review for Ohau A
Reservoir, the 5 upstream canal breach locations
were High PIC (no change), 4 Low (no change), 1
from Low to L/M/H, 2 from High to M/H, 1 from
Medium to L/M/H, 1 from Medium to High.

Consequence Assessment – Summary
• A comprehensive consequence assessment was completed for the Ohau A Reservoir
(Pukaki, Ohau, and Ohau A canals).
• Was needed to refine, confirm, inform, for the PIC from the various considered canal
sections modelled previously for potential breach.
• The previous PIC reviews and updates were qualitative to semi-quantitative, with
this study more detailed and mostly quantitative.
• Benefits were more than just providing better background and information for the
PIC assessments. Includes information on the area across buildings, owners,
infrastructure, environment, and community. A wider understanding of potentially
affected parties.
• Additional benefits to Meridian were assistance with future updates/revisions to
Emergency Response Plans (maps and data). Better information for other Meridian
uses (such as community consultation, future consenting, insurance valuations, input
to district land planning).

Consequence Assessment – Other?
• NZSOLD Guidelines. Seems that houses and infrastructure are the main sources
for damage. Not always. Sometimes it’s environmental!
• Don’t forget about the dam itself, as for example the 3rd party consequences
could result in Medium PIC from PAR and damages, but the loss of the dam (if it
is critical to the community and cannot be provided by alternative means) may
mean the damage and loss to it drive the damage level (e.g. Major/12 months).
• ANCOLD Guidelines (2012) – good coverage of tables in Appendix B (selection of
severity of damage and loss). Infrastructure (cost range), dam owner’s business,
health and society, environmental. See following slide.
• Dam safety regulations. Consultation was to provide more information/details on
vulnerable people e.g. young/disabled/elderly (which should be included in the
Population at Risk), and to include heritage/culture (which should be included
with environment and community).

Consequence Assessment – ANCOLD 2012
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Questions (for Nathan, Jim, or Bill?)

